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MARCH 2023 CHAPTER LUNCHEON

Innovation Driving Regional Economic Growth 

Join us for a dynamic panel discussion exploring opportunities to improve our
region's global competitiveness through partnerships and collaboration.

 
Wednesday, March 15

11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

Maggiano's Little Italy

516 N. Clark Street

Chicago, IL 60654
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Kate Waimey Timmerman

CEO

Chicago Quantum Exchange

Michael Fassnacht

President & CEO

World Business Chicago

Program Moderator

Christian Beaudoin

Managing Director, Research & Strategy

JLL

At the beginning of 2023, the City of Chicago, Cook County, and six Chicago metropolitan counties

joined to announce the �rst-ever regional and multi-jurisdictional partnership for economic

development: The Greater Chicagoland Economic Partnership. By working together, the goal is to

elevate Chicago’s global competitiveness while ensuring robust, equitable economic growth by

leveraging the region’s collective assets: talent, infrastructure, industry, and innovation.

 

Quantum technology is an example of innovation driving regional growth. Illinois receives 40% of all

federal dollars for this technology and boasts 4 of the nation’s top 10 quantum centers. Chicago has

the country’s largest quantum network and an ecosystem to support the industry’s growth. By using

fundamentally different technology than conventional computers, quantum provides computing

power a trillion times more powerful than supercomputers – and will upend entire industries such

as �nance, healthcare, and cybersecurity.

 

This is a terri�c opportunity to BRING A GUEST so they can make connections

and discover the great value of LAI Ely Chapter membership. 

Remember the chapter requires prospective members to attend two events minimum to be

eligible for nomination. Now is a great time to think about 2023 new member nominations. 

Register Now
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Registration closes Wednesday, March 8 at 4:00 p.m.

SALON DINNER

Wednesday, April 19

5:30 - 8:00 p.m.

Join us for one of the Chapter’s favorite members-only events! A member’s home will serve as an

intimate backdrop for an engaging conversation about land economics.

Share diverse perspectives, connect over dinner, and cultivate a sense of community.

New to LAI? The Salon is a great way to meet other members in a small group setting. In addition to

city locations, new for this year are Evanston and Oak Park.

 

MAY 2023 CHAPTER LUNCHEON

Register Now
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Catalyzing Economic Growth Through Tactical Urbanism 

Wednesday, May 17

11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

Maggiano's Little Italy

CHAUTAUQUA

Friday, June 16

We’re heading to Northwest Indiana!

Over the last several years, Northwest Indiana has purposefully collaborated across agencies and

municipalities to lay the foundation for meaningful growth. This region represents $40 billion in

global, national, and regional commerce. Spend the day with us and learn �rst-hand how Northwest

Indiana’s economic future is built upon its environmental beauty, transportation, industry, and

proximity to Chicago.

Registration will open soon.

SEPTEMBER 2023 CHAPTER LUNCHEON

Wednesday, September 20

11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

Maggiano's Little Italy

Registration will open soon.

NOVEMBER 2023 CHAPTER LUNCHEON

Wednesday, November 15

11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

Maggiano's Little Italy

Registration will open soon.

Register Now
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We enjoyed an exciting look at what’s coming to The 78! February's luncheon featured Charlie

Trotier Related Companies and Bill Jackson Discovery Partners Institute who shared how this

development will add a dynamic, new 62-acre neighborhood just south of downtown and north of

Chinatown.

New Member Nominations Now Open!

The Ely Chapter of Lambda Alpha International is seeking nominations for new members. If you

know of a highly accomplished leader who represents the diverse professional disciplines related to

land economics sponsor a candidate for membership. The nomination deadline is July 14, 2023, at

5:00pm.  Membership nominations are accepted at any time prior to the deadline and early

submissions are encouraged.

Download the 2023 membership nomination form today! 
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Any Achievements or Notices to Share?

We want to promote your professional accomplishments, speaking engagements, work projects,

and other news with the chapter. Information shared with us will be posted to the Ely Chapter

website, and can be sent to support@ely-chicago.org.

Keep Your LAI Pro�le Up to Date

Log in to the members-only portal on the Lambda Alpha International website to keep business and

contact information up to date and to check if your dues are current.

If you need assistance, contact Ely Chapter staff at support@ely-chicago.org or call 773.804.8592.

Follow the Ely Chapter LinkedIn Page

As members of Lambda Alpha International, we want to share events, recognize member

achievements, showcase our amazing speakers, and thank our sponsors. Follow the Ely Chapter's

LinkedIn page to make sure you don't miss out on anything!

Speakers Bureau

The LAI Ely Chapter Speakers Bureau is an initiative to bring the Ely Chapter and its members to the

forefront as a land economics resource for those outside of LAI.

If you are a speaker and have interest in being a voice for the advancement of land economics please

visit the Speakers Bureau page or email support@ely-chicago.org for more information. If you are

ready to apply, please submit your application online.
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